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New Altronix eBridge™ 16-Port Ethernet over Coax PoE Switch
Accommodates Fiber for More Versatile Enterprise System Solutions
eBridge1600F Includes Both Ethernet and Fiber (SFP) Uplinks

eBridge1600F

Las Vegas, NV (September 25, 2018) – Altronix, the recognized leader in power and
transmission solutions for the professional security industry, is showcasing the new
eBridge1600F 16-port EoC receiver with integral PoE switch here at GSX 2018 (booth
#1950). The new and innovative eBridge1600F power and transmission solution further
bridges the infrastructure gap by integrating coax, Ethernet and fiber along with PoE
eliminating the cost and labor associated with installing new network cabling.
“Altronix continues to design and deliver new power and transmission solutions that
merge infrastructure with emerging technologies to accommodate greater capacity and
speed for today’s advanced IP installations,” said JR Andrews, National Sales
Executive, Altronix Corporation. “The new eBridge1600F allows coax users to cost-

efficiently upgrade analog systems to IP with the ability to take advantage of new or
existing fiber infrastructure to deploy IP devices at greater distances.”
Altronix eBridge1600F is an all-in-one, head-end solution for upgrading coax to IP that
combines a PoE+ switch and EoC Receiver into a single integrated unit. It features 16
Ethernet ports rated at 100Mbps (full duplex up to 300m without repeaters) with 30W full
power per port (500W total power), one 1Gb SFP (fiber port), and two 1Gb Ethernet
uplinks. Additional features include a built-in battery charger, and embedded LINQ™
Technology to monitor, control and report power/diagnostics from anywhere over the
network connection.
As with all Altronix products, eBridge1600F is manufactured in the U.S.A., and is
backed by a lifetime warranty.
For more information on Altronix’s extensive line of products, call toll free 1-888258-7669, e-mail info@altronix.com or visit www.altronix.com.
About Altronix
Altronix Corporation is the leading designer and manufacturer of quality low voltage
electronics for the video surveillance, security, fire, access control and automation
markets. The company continues to enhance its series of products that deliver “More
than just power” including LINQ™ Network Communication Technology, Trove™ Access
and Power Integration, Pace™ UTP/Ethernet Long Range Ethernet Adapters, eBridge™
Ethernet over Coax Adapters, eFlow™ Power Supply/Chargers, NetWay™ PoE
Solutions, NetWay Spectrum Fiber Solutions, HubWay™ UTP Video Solutions,
VertiLine™ Rack Mount Power Solutions, ReServ™ UPS Series for video surveillance,
WayPoint™ Outdoor Power Supplies, and StrikeIt™ Panic Device Power and Control.
Altronix’s U.S. corporate headquarters located in Brooklyn, NY occupies over 150,000
square feet, with the latest manufacturing technologies for the highest levels of quality
and performance. Altronix is an ISO 9001 registered firm. Altronix products are
manufactured in the U.S.A. and carry a lifetime warranty.
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